ICSAtlanta Upper Campus Carpool

Carpool Instructions (arrival & dismissal):

- Enter the driveway next to the Annex building and form **two lines**.
- Travel past the flagpole and Door 1.
- Turn left to enter the parking lot and **form one line**.
- Proceed to the end of the line or the parking lot.
- Allow students to leave or enter the vehicle **after reaching** the end of the line and vehicles have stopped.
- Turn left onto Sims Industrial in one line, yielding to vans leaving vanpool drop-off/pick-up area.

Important Notes:

- Only faculty and staff and vans are allowed to enter from Sims Industrial during carpool.
- Please follow the instructions of police officers and ICSAtlanta staff.
- **Alpharetta Police will ticket vehicles who line up on Hembree Road ahead of carpool, drive aggressively, or ignore the orders of police officers.**